
Villa Padierna Golf Club

8 Bedroom Villa
Spain, Benahavis

€7.295.000
Ref: PG-2123

Welcome to this grand residence that possesses the coveted combination of stunning views and unbeatable 

location. Elegant and spacious, the villa sits on the south, southwest facing side of an intricate, elevated landscape 

in this highly acclaimed resort, Los Flamingos in southern Spain. Central to the design is an inspiring three-tree 

atrium – an innovative glass facade that encapsulates the essence of life, allowing you to be bathed in light and 

nature every minute of every day. The dramatic proportion and scale make the views as grand as the spaces from 

which they are enjoyed at every level. The timeless style that is expressed in the sophisticated lines of the 

architecture merge seamlessly with the panoramic backdrop. This luxury contemporary design symbolises the 

utmost quality in fu...
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Property Description

Location: Spain, Benahavis

Welcome to this grand residence that possesses the coveted combination of stunning views and 
unbeatable location. Elegant and spacious, the villa sits on the south, southwest facing side of an 
intricate, elevated landscape in this highly acclaimed resort, Los Flamingos in southern Spain. Central 
to the design is an inspiring three-tree atrium – an innovative glass facade that encapsulates the 
essence of life, allowing you to be bathed in light and nature every minute of every day.

The dramatic proportion and scale make the views as grand as the spaces from which they are 
enjoyed at every level. The timeless style that is expressed in the sophisticated lines of the 
architecture merge seamlessly with the panoramic backdrop. This luxury contemporary design 
symbolises the utmost quality in fusion with the ecologically aware and creative high-end luxury 
residential living.

Nestling unobtrusively within the terrain of the elevated scheme with over 400 square meters of 
exceptional outdoor space, spa, solarium and roof-top pool allows you to enjoy your leisure time in 
the recreational areas and experience the creative use of extensive multifunctional living space. 
Alongside panoramic views to Africa and the Mediterranean this home encompasses a unique and 
sophisticated opportunity to benefit from nature and design.

The exquisite features, such as the elegant expansive staircase provide easy access to every level of 
the property with panache. Curating the finest in lifestyle, entertainment and technologically efficient 
qualities the villa has been created to optimise every detail. The undeniable talent of the team have 
woven a delicate web of breath-taking features that leaves no stone unturned in stylish original 
creativity.

Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 8 Baths: 10

Type: Villa Living Area: 1170m2 Plot Size: 2429m2

Indoor pool Outdoor pool Elevator

Solarium Gym Guest apartment



Storage room Underfloor heating Jacuzzi

Features

Sea views Frontline golf Golf views

Gated complex Modern style Walking distance to amenities

Swimming pool
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